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Research Expo Showcases the Future of Supply Chain and Business Logistics Practices through Cutting Edge Research

Why: The MIT SCALE Research Expo is the launch for over 100 semester-long research projects conducted by a global network of graduate institutions, their industry partners, and their Master’s students. The Expo showcases this future-forward research on topics ranging from blockchain to IoT and drone delivery to big data e-commerce analysis, among many others. The event is a glimpse of what the research will reveal in May when final projects are presented.

Who: Institute for Supply Management CEO, Tom Derry; MIT’s Dean of Engineering, Anantha Chandrakasan; MIT CTL Director and Professor, Yossi Sheffi; MIT SCM Director, Bruce Arntzen; Ann Drake, AWESOME Founder

What: Research Expo showcases the industry-sponsored research projects of over 180 students from 42 countries in the current MIT Global SCALE Network Masters in Supply Chain Management. Winning projects will be awarded prizes. The Research Expo is hosted by the Institute for Supply Management, MIT Center for Transportation & Logistics, MIT Supply Chain Management, and MIT Global SCALE Network. Previous students from the MIT Global SCALE Network Masters programs are now practicing their skills in a wide variety of industries, including consulting, manufacturing, retail, logistics, distribution, and software. Companies worldwide are turning to logistics and supply chain management to give them a strategic advantage and they’re hiring SCM graduates to implement that change.

When: Wednesday 30 January from 5:00 pm to 8:00 pm. Welcome address by A. Chandrakasan at 6:15. Awards announcements at 7:30 pm.

Where: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Media Lab

Register: https://ctl.mit.edu/events/wed-01302019-1700/mit-scale-global-network-supply-chain-research-expo

***Note This business-attire (jacket and tie) event is of interest to supply chain practitioners, executives, innovators, and supporting HR/Recruiting professionals. The event is not open to students from outside MIT.
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